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Abstract: To calculate daily nutritional requirements of children, a
computer program has been developed based upon neural network. Three
parameters, daily protein, energy and water requirements, were calculated
through trained artificial neural networks using a database of 3 12 children
The results were compared with those of calculated from dietary
requirements tables of World Health Organisation. No significant difference
was found between two calculations. In conclusion, a simple neural network
may assist physicians in the determination of daily nutritional requirements.

Childhood is a dynamic period of life that rapid growth and development take place. Making
mistakes in feeding practices of children may lead to undesirable consequences like
malnutrition and obesity. The need for reliable and accurate determination of daily dietary
requirements of children is widespread. Especially in hasty and crowding circumstances of
pediatric clinics and outpatient clinics quick and easy calculation of daily caloric, protein and
water requirement is difficult. Use of an automated computer-based technique to assist
determination of daily dietary requirements of energy, protein and water has potential for
preventing malnutrition and obesity.

A data series of 312 children were obtained from pediatric outpatient clinics. The age, weights
and weight percentiles of children were determined and recommended daily dietary
requirements for energy, protein and water were calculated on the basis of children's age, sex
and weight from tables published by World Health Organisation (WHO) and from other
literature (WHO Technical Report Series 1985 and Barness et at 1986) Then daily values of
recommended dietary allowances energy as kcal/d, protein as g/d, water as mild have been
taught to neural network in a personal computer. After computer training of network,
nutritional requirements of same children were computed by artificial neural network, and
results derived from both of calculations were compared statistically.



Artificial neural network (ANN) is a form of artificial computer intelligence An aI1ificial neural
network is a distributed network of computing elements, and may be implemented as a
computer software program. It has ability of identifying relations among input data that are
not easily apparent with common analytic techniques. Therefore ANN is a good alternative
method for solution of difficult problems which are not solved by classical techniques. The
functioning of artificial neural network's knowledge is built on learning and experience from
previous input data. On the basis of this prior knowledge, the artificial neural networks can'
predict relations found in newly presented data sets (Pao 1989 and Naylor 1990)

ANN can be separated into subsets. The transfer functions of the elements in these subsets are 0

the same. These little groups are called as layers. Networks is the combination of these layers
in a hierarchy. ANN transfer function and local memory element are adjusted according to the
relation between input and output signal by a training rule

The multilayered feedforward networks has a better ability to learn the correspondence
between input patterns and teaching values from many sample data by the error back-
propagation algorithm. Therefore, in this paper we used three-layered feedforward neural
network and taught them by error back-propagation (Pao 1989 and Karlik 1994) The neural
network's software was written by the investigators and employed back-propagation in a
supervised learning paradigm in which the generalised delta rule was used in adjusting the
weight values.

The basic structure of ANN used in this ~tudy is shown in Figure I. Here the number of
hidden nodes on the hidden layer must be the maximum of the number of input or output
nodes. Otherwise training error will be high. As the result of training and tests made, desired
output for every input value is introduced to the system by realising the learning rule which
changes or adjusts the weights of the network connections depending <In the input values or
outputs of these inputs. The ANN adjusts itself gradually until realising the input-output
relation, which the generalised delta rule was used in adjusting the weight values. The output
Oij of each unit ij is defined by,

Oij = f(net;j) , netij = L w ..0. + e .
i lJ I .I

where 0; is the output of unit i, Wij is the weight of the connection from unit i to unit j, 8j is the
bias of unit j, 2: is a summation of every unit ij whose output flows into unit j, and f(x) is a
monotonously increasing function

When the set ofm-dimensional input patterns rip = (ipl , ip2, ... , ipm ) ; pEP} where P denotes
set of presented patterns, and their corresponding desired n-dimensional output patterns {tp =

(tpl , tp2 , .... , tpm ) ; pEP} are provided, the neural network is taught to output ideal patterns
as follows. The squared error function Ep for a pattern p is defined by

Ep = ± . L (t . - 0)2
] E output layer PJ PI



The purpose is to make E = 2:1'Ep small enough by choosing appropriate Wj; and 8j To realize
this purpose, a pattern pEP is chosen successively and randomly, and then Wj; and 8j are
changed by

L1p Wj; = - £ (DE" / 0 Wj; )

L1" 8j = - £ (DEI' / OElj )

( 3 )
( 4 )

where £ is a small positive constant. By calculating the right hand side of ( 3 ) and ( 4 ), it
follows that

L1" Wj; = £ Opj 01';
L1" 8j = £ O"j

( 5 )
( 6 )

rf'(netj)(t-O .) (whenjbelongstotheI . PI PI
b . = ~ output layer. )

PI l
f '(net j ) 2: wkl·5 k (otherwise)

k . P

Note that k in the above summation represents .every unit k whose output follows into unit j
In order to accelerate the computation, the momentum terms are added on ( 5 ), ( 6 ),

L1p Wj; (n+ I) = £ Opj 01'; + a L1p Wj; (n)
L1p 8j (n+l) = £ bpj + a L1p 8j (n)

( 8 )
( 9 )

where n represents the number of learning cycles, and a is a small positive value (Naylor
1990) In this study, by the iteration the optimum a and £ constant values· are as follows
a = 001, £ = 10

As the result of training's and tests made, desired output for every input value is introduced to
the system by realising the learning rule which changes or adjusts the weights of the network
connections depending on the input values or outputs of these inputs. The ANN adjusts itself
gradually until realising the input -output relation.

The analysis and neural network training were performed on a Pentium-based personal
computer (Pentium 150) and training time took 56 seconds for 2000 iterations. The learning
was performed by generalised delta rule. Since dietary requirements of a children are depend
on their age, weight and sex, the ANN was configured so data about age, sex, weight and
weight percentile of children served as inputs to the networks Weight percentiles had to be
taken as an input data parameter due to great alterations in body weight of children of
different percentiles in the same age These alterations affect network training To put the
results of the neural network analysis into clinical perspectives, data of 312 children aged
between 2 months- 15 years were evaluated.



The paired samples t-test and linear regression analysis were used to determine difference and
regression between two types of dietary calculations, neural networks and WHO's tables One-
sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was applied to test the distribution of the data belonged to
each parameters. Protein values both calculated from WHO's tables and computed by
networks were skewely distributed, therefore Wilcoxon Signed Rank test was used in protein
values Paired samples t -test was used to analyse the difference between two types of
calculations for energy and water requirements since data concerning these parameters were
normally distributed.

The study population was consisted of 312 healthy children, seen at the pediatric outpatient
clinics, aged between 1 month- 15 years (mean ± SD, 49 ± 4.7 years). The ratio of boys to
girls was 1601152.

The mean daily protein requirements of children calculated from WHO's tables and computed
with network were 176±5 9 g1d and 175±6 I gld, respecti\ely. The difference in daily
protein requirement between two kind of calculations was not significant (z = -053, P = 060).
The mean daily energy requirements determined by WHO's tables and by network were
1365±502 kcalld and 1363±500 kcal/d, respectively. The difference was also not significant
(t= 0.11, p=0.91) The calculated daily mean water requirement determined by WHO's tables
was 1570±457 mild, computed by network was I 566±443 mild. The difference in daily water
requirements between classical method (depend upon WHO's tables) and ANN method was
not significant (t= 1.2, p= 031) The differences of results of protein and water, derived from
network and tables, were shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The mean and standard deviation of
differences in energy requirements between two types of calculations were -0.32± 50 I kcal/d
(data not shown).

The linear regression analysis between two methods of calculations of daily nutritional
requirements of energy and water was shown in Figure 4 Significant correlations were found
between two methods of calculations of energy (r= 099, p<O.OOI), water (r= 098, p<OOOI)
(Figure 4), and protein (r = 099, p<OOO 1) (data not shown)

Exclusive breast feeding is sufficient for nutritional requirements of infants until first 4-6
months of life There is no need to calculate daily energy water and protein intakes of infants
adequately breastfeeding. But when mother or infant suffer from any disease preventing
sufficient breast feeding, artificial feeding may be necessary. Feeding with infant formula,
cow's milk or any other food necessitates calculation of nutritional requirements Nutritional
requirements of a child can be calculated from dietary tables by physicians or dieticians Due
to crowding circumstances of the pediatric clinics, dietary calculations by this classical method
may be faulty and this method takes a lot of time. In order to avoid calculation errors and to
spare time, we prepared a practical and speedy computer program on neural networks to
compute daily energy, protein and water requirements of children not only for definite age or
weight but also for every age and weights after neonatal period Although artificial Ilcural
networks have been used extensively for problems in engineering in the last 10 vears. they hi1\'c



only recently been applied to medical problems, particularly in the radiology, neurology,
genetics, laboratory medicine and cardiology (Itchharporia et aL 1996 and Christy et aL 1995)
Dobner et aL (1995) have developed a computer program for calculating parental nutrition of
intensive care newborn infants. Though parental nutrition drew attention of pediatricians of
newborn subspecialty, any physician that take care of children must have interest in normal oral
nutrition. So determination of nutritional requirements for normal children was also
beneficiaL The difference between two calculated methods of dietary assessment was not
significant We can say that network's assessments are similar that of calculated from WHO's
tables Therefore we can prefer calculation with network in dietary estimations due to
accuracy and rapidity of computer program. So physicians and other health workers can save
time and avoid calculation errors using network.

In conclusion, we developed a program of neural networks to calculate energy, protein and
water requirements of healthy children. This program can be easily adapted to personal
computers, and anyone can determine nutritional requirements of children quickly and
accurately in outpatient clinics through this program.
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FIGURE 2 The differences between the water values calculated from dietary tables and computed by neural
network
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FIGURE 4 The linear regression between two methods of calculation for daily water (P<O.OOI) and energy
values (p<O.OOl)


